Recorded by DJ KHALED

ALL I DO IS WIN

Words and Music by T-PAIN, KHALED M. KHALED, JOHNNY MOLLINGS, LEONARDO MOLLINGS, CHRISTOPHER BRIDGES, CALVIN BROADUS and WILLIAM ROBERTS

Arranged by JAY BOCOOK

E♭ BARITONE SAX

Driving!
ALL I DO IS WIN

Words and Music by KHALID, KHALID M. KHALID, JOHNNY MOLLINGS, LEONARDO MOLLINGS, CHRISTOPHER BRIDGES, CALVIN BROADUS and WILLIAM ROBERTS

Arranged by JAY BOCOOK

2nd Bb TRUMPET

Driving!
Recorded by DJ KHALED

ALL I DO IS WIN

Words and Music by T-PAIN, KHALED M. KHALED, JOHNNY MOLLINGS, LEONARDO MOLLINGS, CHRISTOPHER BRIDGES, CALVIN BROADUS and WILLIAM ROBERTS

Arranged by JAY BOCCORI

F HORN